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Thanks for choosing our guide to assist you in getting started with HTML coding. Updated May
1, 2013. This edition sports a better Kindle layout, updated text and new cover among
others.This eBook is designed to assist you with your HTML journey. It is meant to be a handy
reference and as such, does not contain too much of an in-depth overview of the HTML
language. It’s a quick guide that provides basic information and usage on the most necessary
HTML tags you’d need to start out. That said, I can say with confidence that you’d definitely
enjoy keeping this eBook around.The Cheat Sheet is a nice handy resource to have around and
this guide is recommended for anyone who wants a quick and handy reference whenever and
wherever the need arises.



Table of contents Getting started..Good Coding Practices.Choosing a Doctype.Heading
tags.Hyperlinks, images and paragraphs.Horizontal lines, line breaks and spaces.DIVs and
tables.Depreciated tags.Cheat sheet. Beginner’s HTML Quick ReferenceKenice Noel To my
family and friends and everyone at the River Sallee Pentecostal Church who’ve helped make my
life at The University of the West Indies as meaningful as it is. Your sacrifices are not in
vain.Thank You. This book is DRM free and formatted to be read on Ebook Tops’s Kindle
devices. Feel free to pass it on to your friends! This eBook has been tested to work/ display
optimally on the Kindle Paperwhite. I cannot guarantee that this will display well on other
devices. If you have any questions or comments or complaints, feel free to drop me an email on
kenice@outlook.com. Getting started Thanks for choosing our guide to assist you in getting
started with HTML coding. This short guide has been updated May 1, 2013. This edition sports a
better Kindle layout, updated text and new cover among others. This eBook is designed to assist
you with your HTML journey. It is meant to be a handy reference and as such, does not contain
too much of an in-depth overview of the HTML language. It’s a quick guide that provides basic
information and usage on the most necessary HTML tags you’d need to start out. That said, I
can say with confidence that you’d definitely enjoy keeping this eBook around.You can expect
the following in the updated version of this eBook:Tips to follow for crisp, clean code.Quick
description and usage help of the most necessary tags.A handy cheat sheet that includes a
wide variety of HTML elements.A small list of tags that are depreciatedWe’re gonna keep things
as simple as possible and we’ll try to deliver this in as little pages as possible. So are you ready?
Dive in, turn the page and get ready to code In HTML. Free software to get you startedNotepad+
+: A text editor for coders (recommended for this guide).Opera: A free, fast browser with
excellent support for web standards.Chrome: The world’s most popular web browser created by
Google.Firefox: Another popular, free and fast browser. It’s also open source. Good Coding
Practices Like any programming language, there are a couple of concepts that are
recommended you follow.The following are some key principles you can follow.1. HTML
documents must have one root element.2.  Ensure that every tag opened is closed.
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Beverly Diehl, “Short & Sweet. I didn't want or need to learn coding in great detail, but as a
blogger who sometimes peeks behind the curtain, there are things I've long wondered about,
and things I wanted to learn how to do. As a free guide with a handy cheat sheet, this was
perfect. Note: I have both an older model kindle and a kindle fire. There's a great cheat sheet
with all the (basic) HTML codes, but it's not readable on the older model. The Fire allows it to be
blown up nicely.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “GREAT!. Need a handy dandy review or are just starting to learn HTML,
this little gem does the job. I had a massive stroke several years ago and I lost all of my
programming, but this quick reference lets me go back and relearn what I lost. Frankly, this is a
book I'll keep in my library all the time.”

Vanessa De los Santos, “Four Stars. Everything was on point and to the point, no pun intended”

Smokie T, “Beginners Html quick reference. Nice quick read with a good bit of information. I'm
taking some programming classes and I wanted to gain some knowledge before I started. This
information was a good base for me to start with.”

sparrow, “Four Stars. Nice quick handy cheat sheet :-)”

Tom Rees, “I needed this. Well organized and clearly written...things necessary for newbies like
me. Loved the cheat sheets. I look forward to trying out Opera.”

The book by Micah Arnold has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 11 people have provided feedback.
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